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About us 



WHO WE ARE?

‘Universal Production’ [UP] is a full-
fledged services Event Management,
Media Production and Content
Creation company which can offer
various packages for individuals and
businesses, from planning stage to
production and execution.

WHAT WE DO?

With our experienced team we provide services to
individuals, small businesses and big corporations. We
support with event planning and management, design
consultation, venue scouting, and in organizing
different types of events, including: corporate, public,
private, live events, products launch, sports
presentations, signing ceremonies, gala dinners and
more.



OUR EXPERTISE

With 15 years of experience in the field, out of which 7 years covering the biggest events in
Qatar, our experienced team can ensure to customize the offerings based on your needs and
ensure quality execution and of course, clients’ satisfaction.

At  ‘Universal Production’ [UP] our structured approach helps you achieve your event
objectives through careful budgeting, creativity and highly skilled planning. It means you’re
free to focus on what really matters to you. We’re Highly committed to giving you the best
value, negotiating on your behalf with our suppliers and partners.



Our Services 



EVENT PRODUCTION SERVICES



1- EVENT MANAGEMENT 

‘Universal Production’ [UP] offers Event Management services which carry the process of
designing and producing events from any type, size or scale. Example of events includes:
meetings, conventions, concerts, tradeshows, fundraisers, team building events, weddings,
exhibitions, corporate events, public events and more. For us, event management is a lot like
directing a live theatrical performance with the ‘Universal Production’ [UP] event manager as the
director. We focus on the key elements of event management including:

1- Understanding objectives
2- Establishing timelines
3- Selecting a venue
4- Planning for catering
5- Managing budgets

6- Acquiring permits
7- Coordinating logistics
8- Selecting speakers and presenters
9- Arranging for equipments and facilities
10-Managing risks and developing contingency plans



Because successful event management is both a skill and an art, we involve choreographing
people and activities in order to create a spectacular show that leaves memories for generations.



2- VENUE SCOUTING

We ‘Universal Production’ [UP] work closely with our clients to develop a deep understanding of
their needs for Location and Venue Scouting. With our extensive knowledge of Qatar territory, we
can provide you with a portfolio and the technical specifications of the venues. 



Once we have identified the main needs of your event in terms of scenery or atmosphere, we
can proceed to find the ideal venue for your big day. If you have yet to find the perfect wedding
location, our venue scouting package is great for couples getting started in the process. We start
by getting to know your style and vision for the wedding day and select qualified venues to suit
your requirements.

Finding a new location is exciting for us too. If you have a specific spot in mind, let's check it out
and see how it can work for your event. If you're not clear on a venue but have ideas for the
overall theme and feel, then let us know and we'll find something unique. Venue Scouting and
Negotiation is our specialty.



3- TECHNICAL CONSULTATION & PRODUCTION

‘Universal Production’ [UP] transforms ideas into experiences. Our
team balances client expectations with technical consultation and
production to deliver exceptional results. Using technology,
creativity, logistics and production-savvy, our experts supply
lighting, video projections, sound system, and technical expertise
that keep your audience engaged. With ‘Universal Production’ [UP],
you can be sure that your voice is heard, your presentations are
seen and your audience is cheering!

We start by listening. From the first consultation to the
occasion finale, we go further into technical drawings
and schematic design, to power distribution and
technical needs for Ballrooms and hotels, to help you
shape your vision into an engaging event. 



We focus on reliability and adaptability to assure that the technology will amplify your message.
Our collective experience with clients of all types is the proven formula to craft your project on
time and on budget.



4- 3D DESIGNS

With our easy-to-use floor plan, buffet diagram, seating chart and exhibition stands, we draw 3D
plans on a short time scale, and even let you virtually walk through your big day! You can explore
your space in 360°, preview tables & furniture, sound & lighting, stage & walkways, and even view
your unique space in virtual reality.



A virtual walkthrough of your venue will allow you to see exactly what your event will look like
the day of the exposition. ‘Universal Production’ [UP] provides actual and animated designs for
your event which allows for your space to appear realistically furnished. By yielding stunning
views, we draw 3D Designs that match the style and look of the event you have envisioned.



5- ON SITE MANAGEMENT

Once the event planning and development are complete, suppliers, crew, logistics and event
production are all set and ready to deliver their best outcome. On the exposition day, ‘Universal
Production’ [UP] ensures that your event runs smoothly and on schedule. With us, you can be
sure that our event manager will be there directing the process every step of the way.



‘Universal Production’ [UP] not only
manages its own in-house staff, but
coordinates with the venue, vendors, food
and beverage, speakers, sponsors and
performers, on site, to effectively deliver
the event. Serving a wide range of
industries around the world, we’re proud to
provide exceptional event logistics in Qatar
and beyond.



6- DESIGN AND BRANDING

‘Universal Production’ [UP] creative team can create branding for your event, including a
supplemental logo, color palette and other design elements. We can design collateral to fit the
duration of your event or meeting, including invitations, programs, menus, agendas, seating
cards, name badges, backdrop for the stage, banners and signage. Our capabilities also include
creative media services through video production and presentation content creation.



7- DECORATION AND WOOD PRODUCTION

Decoration and wood production is visually striking and flexible, perfect for all events. It is a great
way of delivering a message, promoting a product, enhancing the theme of an event or building
recognition of a brand. 



Whether it’s a ballroom, meeting room, or small stage,
our range of stage backdrops suit every occasion. It
gives definition to the space, colors, engaging stage,
wood decoration and it incorporates your theme, and
livens up your event!

At ‘Universal Production’ [UP], we believe no
event should go unbranded. That’s why our digital
artists can help you develop the artwork for your
show so you can meet your brand guidelines. 



8- PR MANAGEMENT

We ‘Universal Production’ [UP], frequently assist our customer in the management of attendees
and VIP guests in both pre-event communications and on-site logistics. 



Whether you need Public Relations in press, media, and social media or exposure via
industry specific magazines and /or attendants, with our support, you can reach out to your
target audience. We strive to host events that are to be remembered, and we believe PR
Management is one tool that can really assist us in doing so.

You might plan a seminar, conference, educational gatherings to celebrations, or gala
events for fundraising. Whatever the purpose behind your event, we create the right amount
of buzz, before, during and after your event. We meticulously plan each component of the
event in a detailed production schedule and run of show, guaranteeing an efficient
successful program.



9- 3D MAPPING CONTENT, DESIGN & PRODUCTION

3D Mapping is a technology used to transform objects or physical spaces, regardless of shape or
size, into a display surface for projection. The object or space to project upon can be virtually
anything - from complex industrial landscapes, such as buildings, to smaller indoor objects or
stages. 3D Mapping is a contemporary technical concept many events are embracing.



The technology at the center of 3D Mapping is a process called ‘edge-blending’ or ‘edge-
butting’ where multiple projectors are coordinated to control where one beam of light ends
and another begins. Edge-blended images are capable of transforming four walls into one
continuous image.

At ‘Universal Production’ [UP], we use only the best and most trusted technical and AV
equipment to create the high-quality impactful events. This is why we embrace 3D
Mapping and believe it can truly transform any environment. We can turn the most
elaborate architectural elements of your venue and project any theme, color, imagery,
branding or environment on to it. 3D Mapping is the ultimate wow-factor for corporate
conferences, glamorous gala dinners, or incentives. It is fascinating and visually
impressive; it is an experience you can trust.



MEDIA  PRODUCTION SERVICES



1- DRONE FILMING

Looking to empower your business with stunning aerial drone photography and videography? We
provide best-in-class drone (UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) services also known as the “eye in
the sky”. Universal Production [UP] handles the whole process: from flight, to data processing, to
data analysis. We help you leverage a drone's eye view by capturing and delivering gorgeous
aerial photos and video and generating the traction your project deserves. Our drone services are
tailored to fit every client’s needs. Our pilots are professional, well trained and experienced.

If you are in the construction industry, we offer you progress documentation services that allow
you to keep your project owners happy with timely data. We add a whole new dimension to your
aerial photography & videography needs at a decent price. Additionally, we give you and your
distributed team transparency on the conditions on site, and allow you to find costly errors before
they even happen. Aerial drone technology reduces cost and offers new inspection and
measurement capabilities. It helps you capture the experience from a thrilling vantage point.



By offering professional aerial video, photo, and imaging, our drone systems provide safe,
accurate, and cost-effective data collection, so we can take our clients to new heights!



2- CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS VIDEOGRAPHY AND

PHOTOGRAPHY

Our team of specialist video editors have the knowledge and skills to see your project through
from start to finish, offering you results that are far beyond your expectations. Universal
Production [UP] offers outstanding professional quality videos where each video is bespoke,
beautiful and edited to your taste and style. We build a story around your video and add copyright
free music, colour grading and special effects. We remove noise and in the post production stage,
we add additional sound and music in the background to create a soothing effect.



When it comes to editing videos for wedding, corporate events, sports, construction, real state
etc… we can do great things with all types of footage. Because your event video captures
precious moments that you’ll want to treasure forever, we choose a high quality editing service to
guarantee we bring your video to life. With years of experience and a passion for creating
perfectly edited videos, we’re committed to excellence. We make the process simple and cost-
effective, so we can deliver creative, attractive and spectacular visuals. At Universal Production
[UP], we make sure your footage is edited to perfection, delivering superior quality videos and a
fantastic finished product.



3- LIVE TIME LAPSE CAMERAS 

Time-lapse photography is a technique that Universal Production [UP] uses to capture great
imagery to create an amazing time-lapse film (small film), and to produce breath-taking results
with emotional impact. For us, time-lapse is not just a series of images played back in sequence,
it’s an art that requires a lot of creativity. 

We aim towards getting top results even under the most difficult situations of light and
environment. To this end, we use excellent cameras with brilliant sensors. Our system design
ensures maximum stability and durability regardless of climate conditions and weather. We make
sure we have high-resolution photos taken at regular intervals. To showcase your project in the
best possible way, we handpick the best and most interesting pictures and sequences and we use
the component of time very consciously. With our images we are well equipped for future
developments, and with our state-of-the-art post production infrastructure, we make the
documentation of your project future-proof.



In addition to the final project film we also offer producing time-lapse films during construction.
These are great for being shown at events like the ground-breaking the topping-out, but also for
communicating your progress to everybody involved, and the public. With the progress of your
project, and with access to our high-resolution footage, we are always able to produce an artful
film for you, selecting the best and most interesting sequences out of the millions of pictures, and
creatively edit them into a time-lapse film.



Our Product



THE CANOPY

Wherever you need it The Canopy system, in collaboration with EASTWESTPROMOTION
(GMBH), is successfully employed at nearly all kinds of events in the public, PR and corporate
sector worldwide. This construction can be used for product launches, incentive events, trade
shows and corporate presentations as well as anniversaries, cultural events, live concerts and
sport events. Not only is the Canopy system an eye-catcher for outdoor happenings, but also a
stunning tool for indoor events, as it can be used as room divider, atmospheric focal point and
oversized projection screen.

Consistently Variable
The diversity of the Canopy make this system so flexible: Whether by using a tower or a truss
circle there is always a solution suiting your requirements. The canopy system is thoroughly
tested and repeatedly certified by the German Technical Inspection Agency (TÜV)





There is no way faster

The uniqueness of this system
comes with the light weight and
small packing dimensions. We
guarantee a build-up time and
availability of use after 5 to 7 hours
in accordance with physical
conditions of the event site.
Shipping terms and conditions shall
apply.



Technical facts

Light and sound equipment as well as banner can easily be attached to the system. This
structure also offers the foundation for variable special constructions to suit every occasion
Diameters Varies Between 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 30, 36 Meter              
Approx. 20kg up to 60kg per running meter mountable on ring (depending on size)



Our Partner



THE TECH RIDER

The Tech Rider is a leading GCC-based event production company specialising in audio and
visual production. It provides a full spectrum of event production services - from sound, lighting,
and audio visual to branding, set and staging, decor, interpretation and styling.



Our Projects 



We worked for variety of clients in different sectors, no matter what the context, our approach
is always the same: highly skilled planning and a very flexible attitude, delivering a five star
quality of service and the best value. 

We are selective about the clients and events we take on each year, ensuring each client can
enjoy an outstanding outcome.





WORKINTON - ALFARDAN PROPERTIES - MARCH 2021

Workinton - ALfardan Properties -
April 2021 - at Musheireb Downtown
Doha

Universal production managed the
production, build up and installation
for the project's deliverables





Milipol Exhibition, 15th to 17th of
March 2021, Fortinet, at Doha
Exhibition & Convention Center
(DECC)

Universal Production managed the
booth production and build up, booth
management before and during
exhibition days 

MILIPOL EXHIBITION - FORTINET -  MARCH 2021





FORTINET PARTNERS SYNC - SEPTEMBER 2019

Universal Production managed the
venue scouting and booking, the
technical production, execution for
the branding, on-site event
management, guests registration





RAMADAN LOBBIES DECORATION - ALFARDAN PROPERTIES

‘Universal Production’ [UP]
handled Concept Creation &
Execution, and On-site
Management for our client
AlFardan Properties, for the
event Ramadan Lobbies
Decoration at One Porto
Arabia, Al Gassar Resort,
AlFardan Gardens 1, AlFardan
Towers.





QST DEMO DAY - QATAR SPORTS TECH - MAY 2, 2019

The event took place on May 2,
2019 in Khalifa Stadium. The
client Qatar Sports Tech
executed QST Demo Day in
collaboration with ‘Universal
Production’ [UP]. Event
Management included Full
Technical Concept, Design &
Management, and On-site
Event Management.





QATAR SPORTS DAY 2019 - EZDAN MALL QATAR

Qatar Sports Day 2019 took
place in Ezdan Mall Al Wakra
on February 12, 2019. The
client Ezdan Mall Qatar was
happy ‘Universal Production’
[UP] handled Concept
Creation, Event Production &
Design and On-site
Management. 





ALFARDAN GROUP, TOWN HALL 2019

The event took place in St
Regis Hotel-Doha, Qatar on
April 22, 2019. The Client
AlFardan Group was very
happy that ‘Universal
Production’ [UP] handled Full
Concept Creation, Technical
Management, Event On-Site
Management and Event
Execution





DHL YEARLY EMPLOYEES AWARDS GALA DINNER

We ‘Universal Production’ [UP]
managed with DHL Qatar, the
Yearly employees Awards Gala
dinner project.  ‘Universal
Production’ [UP] worked on Concept
Development and Event Technical
Production from Sound System, to
Lighting, to Special Effects. We also
managed and executed the Event
the day of the event while managing
and operating the Event
Entertainment ranging from DJ, to
Led Show to Illusionists.





THE BREAKFAST CLUB

We ‘Universal Production’ [UP]
worked on this project as a full
production and management
from concept creation,
production and execution of
the decoration, set production,
decorative lighting,
management on the day of the
event. this event also included
two shows violin player and
performing band singing in 7
languages from our talents
data base in Qatar.





REDBULL QATAR, YELLOW EDITION REVEAL, 

SEPTEMBER 2016

New Redbull can
reveal, Yellow
version Technical
and concept
production by
 ‘Universal
Production’ [UP]. 





QATAR CENTRAL BANK GOVERNOR HONORING, 

OCTOBER 2016

This event was the honoring
Gala dinner for the Qatar
central bank governor by the
central bank of Lebanon. We
made the full event production
and management from stage
design and setup, lighting,
sound system, LED screens,
branding & decoration, photo &
video production.





KIDZMONDO, SPONSORS EVENT, FEBRUARY 2017

Awareness event made by
Kidzmondo Qatar for their
sponsors and directors of
schools from all around Qatar,
the event was divided into two
parts, morning event for the
schools and evening VIP event
for the sponsors. It was a
collaboration with A to Z Events
Qatar, where we executed the
Technical Production, red
Carpet and decoration





Our Clients 





Contact us 



M: 00974 3398 3965 
E: info@uniproduction.com
W: www.uniproduction.com 

Al Gassar Tower 27 - 7th Floor West Bay,
Doha, Qatar

Get in Touch

Visit us



THANK YOU!


